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ABSTRACT
In this work, we show the possibility of forming titanium ion beams of submillisecond duration 
in the average ion energy range from 20 to 60 keV with a maximum ion current density  
of 3.3 A/cm2 at a pulsed power density of 132 kW/cm2 in individual pulses. The dependence of the 
ion-electron emission coefficient on the average energy and current of the arc discharge is presented. 
It has been established that the ion-electron emission coefficient in the case of irradiation of a stainless 
steel target with a beam of titanium ions reaches a value of 1.6 at an average ion energy of 60 keV. 
The dependences of the radial distribution of the ion current density on the average ion energy are 
obtained for different positions of the collector relative to the geometric focus of the ballistic system 
for focusing the ion beam. Taking into account ion-electron emission, it has been experimentally 
shown that with an increase in the average ion energy from 20 keV to 40 keV, an increase in the density 
of the measured ion current is observed, while in the range from 40 to 60 keV, the ion current density 
decreases. Using nineteen collector sensors, it was shown that due to the influence of the partially 
uncompensated space charge of the ion beam, the best conditions for its focusing are achieved at a 
distance of 20 mm behind the geometric focus of the system.
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АННОТАЦИЯ
В данной работе показана возможность формирования пучков ионов титана субмиллисекунд-
ной длительности в диапазоне средних энергий ионов от 20 до 60 кэВ с максимальной плот-
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ностью ионного тока 3,3 А/см2 при плотности импульсной мощности 132 кВт/см2 в отдельных 
импульсах. Представлена зависимость коэффициента ионно-электронной эмиссии от средней 
энергии и тока дугового разряда. Установлено, что коэффициент ионно-электронной эмиссии 
при облучении мишени из нержавеющей стали пучком ионов титана достигает значения 1,6 
при средней энергии ионов 60 кэВ. Получены зависимости радиального распределения плот-
ности ионного тока от средней энергии ионов для различных положений коллектора отно-
сительно геометрического фокуса баллистической системы для фокусировки ионного пучка.  
С учетом ионно-электронной эмиссии экспериментально показано, что при увеличении сред-
ней энергии ионов c 20 кэВ до 40 кэВ наблюдается увеличение плотности измеряемого ион-
ного тока, а в диапазоне от 40 до 60 кэВ плотность ионного тока уменьшается. С помощью 
девятнадцати датчиков-коллекторов было показано, что за счет влияния частично некомпенси-
рованного объемного заряда ионного пучка наилучшие условия для его фокусировки достига-
ются на расстоянии 20 мм за геометрическим фокусом системы.

КЛЮЧЕВЫЕ СЛОВА 
Ионно-электронная эмиссия; энергетическое воздействие; ионные пучки высокой  
интенсивности.

Introduction

With the development of production, the 
requirements for modern materials increase. 
The main factor limiting the service life of 
complex science-intensive products, today, 
is the destruction of the surface layers of 
materials. In this regard, methods of modifying 
the surface of materials are of interest. Such 
methods include the application of wear-
resistant coatings, for example, by plasma or arc 
spraying [1–3]. At the same time, it is possible 
to spray both metal [4] and composite [5] and 
even ceramic coatings [6]. However, the quality 
of the resulting coatings (adhesion strength, 
wear resistance of the coating) is affected by a 
number of factors, for example, the state of the 
substrate surface or the reaction of elements at 
the interface between the coating and substrate 
materials, which limit the scope of the method 
of applying wear-resistant coatings [7]. To date, 
there are also a large number of promising 
methods of beam and plasma technologies 
for modifying the surface layers of materials, 
such as electron beam processing [8–10], laser 
irradiation [11–15], exposure to compression 
plasma flows [16–20]. The common advantage 
of such methods is the ultra-high rate of surface 
heating up to the melting temperature and 

subsequent cooling of the surface layer of the 
material due to heat removal to the main volume 
of the material at a cooling rate of up to 109 K/s, 
which contributes to the effect of material 
hardening and the formation of a submicro- and 
nanosized homogeneous structure. A common 
disadvantage of such methods is the dissolution 
of the functional structures of heterogeneous 
systems that provide certain properties, which 
leads to a deterioration in the properties of the 
system itself [21, 22].

An alternative method for modifying the 
surface of materials is the ion implantation 
method. The advantage of the method is the 
possibility of modifying a wide range of 
materials, such as metals, semiconductors and 
even dielectrics, and the modification occurs 
due to changes in the elemental and phase 
composition of the material being processed. The 
main problem of the ion implantation method 
associated with small impurity doping depths 
was solved for semiconductor materials in the 
framework of high-energy ion implantation 
with an ion energy of tens to hundreds of 
meV [23]. From the point of view of metal 
processing, the low sensitivity to the presence 
of impurities predetermined the need to increase 
the dose of ion irradiation by several orders 
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of magnitude compared to semiconductors to 
levels of 1017–1018 ion/cm2. The possibilities 
of conventional ion implantation are limited 
by the projective ranges of ions in the material 
at the level of tens of nanometers. To solve 
this problem, a method of high-intensity ion 
implantation was proposed, aimed at stimulating 
radiation diffusion, which makes it possible to 
obtain doped layers with a thickness of tens to 
hundreds of micrometers [24]. At the same time, 
a set of studies performed showed that in some 
cases, significant heating of the entire matrix 
layer during irradiation is required, which 
leads to the growth of the grain structure [25, 
26]. In this regard, in [27, 28], a method was 
proposed based on the synergy of high-intensity 
ion implantation and pulsed energy impact on 
the material surface by submillisecond ion 
beams. Simultaneous implantation of ions and 
their energy impact on the surface layer will 
provide not only deep ion doping, but also an 
improvement in the microstructure due to the 
repetitively pulsed effect of superhardening of 
the ion-doped layer. This approach will make 
it possible to exclude the heating of the entire 
matrix layer to high temperatures, at which the 
deterioration of the microstructure of materials 
occurs. To implement the method, beams with a 
pulsed power density of hundreds of kilowatts 
per square centimeter are required.

This work is devoted to the features of 
the formation of repetitively pulsed beams of 
submillisecond titanium ions with a high power 
density. Particular attention is paid to the study 
of ion-electron emission, which affects both the 
neutralization of the space charge of long-pulse 
beams and the accuracy of measuring the ion 
current density and the power density of the ion 
beam.

1. Research methodology

The study on the formation of titanium ion 
beams consisted of several stages: 1) measuring 
the current near the output of the plasma 
generator with a collector diameter of 285 mm; 

2) measurement of the ion current density near 
the geometric focus of the ion beam formation 
system, the area of which was about 7 mm2, by 
nineteen sensors. The first stage was carried 
out to evaluate the ion-electron emission from 
the collector surface. The second stage made 
it possible to determine the distribution profile 
of the ion current density over the beam cross 
section.

Experimental studies were carried out on a 
complex installation equipped with a modified 
Raduga-5 ion source, Fig. 1. The vacuum-arc 
evaporator (1) generated titanium plasma in a 
continuous mode at arc discharge currents of 
130 A and 170 A. A grid electrode (3) was used 
to extract ions from the plasma in the form of 
a part of a sphere with a radius of curvature of 
130 mm, located along the axis of the plasma 
generator inside the vacuum chamber (4). The 
extracting grid electrode had a grid cell size 
of 1.1×1.2 mm with a transparency of 60.4%. 
To cut off the deposition of the microdroplet 
fraction of the vacuum-arc discharge on the 
irradiated surface, a disk electrode (2) located 
along the axis of the ion source was used. 
The formation of ion beams was carried out 
in a repetitively pulsed mode using pulsed 
voltage generators (6), with an amplitude from 
0.1 kV to 30 kV. One of the generators at an 
accelerating voltage pulse frequency of 1 kHz 
in the amplitude range of 0.1–1.8 kV provided a 
pulse duration of 100 μs. The second generator, 
at a pulse frequency of 10 Hz, provided an 
accelerating voltage amplitude in the range 
of 5–30 kV at a pulse duration of 450 μs. In 
order to obtain statistically reliable results, the 
oscillograms were averaged over 1024 pulses  
at an accelerating voltage of 0.1–1.8 kV and 
over 384 pulses at an accelerating voltage from 
5 to 30 kV. Averaging was carried out using the 
mathematical apparatus of the Rigol MSO5000 
oscilloscope. The collector unit (5) consisting 
of nineteen sensors was installed in different 
positions relative to the geometric focus of the 
beam formation system.
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Fig. 1. Scheme of the experimental setup

Рис. 1. Схема экспериментальной установки

2. Results and discussion

To estimate the ion-electron emission 
during titanium plasma generation at arc 
discharge currents of 130 A and 170 A, the 
current amplitudes on a solid flat collector 
were measured, depending on the accelerating 
voltage, Fig. 2. Fig. 2, a shows that the 
amplitude ranges of the accelerating voltage are 
0.1–1.8 kV corresponds to an initial collector 
current of 1.43 A and 2.85 A at arc discharge 
currents of 130 A and 170 A, respectively. It 
can be noted that an increase in the discharge 
current by 30% led to an increase in the 
collector current by a factor of two. This fact 
is explained by the design features that change 
the configuration of the magnetic fields of the 
coil depending on the arc discharge current,  
Fig. 1. The currents measured at low accelerating 
voltages are ion saturation currents from the 
vacuum arc plasma.

Increasing the amplitude of the accelerating 
voltage from 0.1 kV to 0.4 kV (Fig. 2, a) does 
not change the amplitude of the ion current. 

A further increase in the accelerating voltage 
amplitude leads to a gradual increase in the 
current amplitude, which is associated with the 
appearance of ion-electron emission.

The ion-electron emission coefficient can 
be determined from the dependences of the 
collector current on the average ion energy. 
The product of the average charge state of 
titanium ions (about two) and the amplitude 
of the accelerating voltage determines the 
average energy of titanium ions in a continuous 
plasma of a vacuum arc. Fig. 3 shows a graph 
of the dependence of the ion-electron emission 
coefficient on the average ion energy at arc 
discharge currents of 130 A and 170 A. The data 
in the figure show that the ion-electron emission 
coefficient in this current range does not depend 
on the discharge current of the arc evaporator. 
The maximum value of the coefficient of ion-
electron emission of a titanium ion beam on a 
stainless steel target reaches 1.6 at an average 
ion energy of 60 keV.
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Fig. 2. The current on the collector depending on the accelerating voltage:  
a – in the region of 0.1 kV–1.8 kV; b – in the region of 0.1 kV–30 kV at arc discharge currents of 130 A and 170 A

Рис. 2. Ток на коллекторе в зависимости от ускоряющего напряжения:  
а – в области 0,1 кВ–1,8 кВ; b – в области 0,1 кВ–30 кВ при токах дугового разряда 130 А и 170 А

Fig. 3. Dependence of the ion-electron emission coefficient on the accelerating voltage  
at arc currents of 130 A and 170 A

Рис. 3. Зависимость коэффициента ионно-электронной эмиссии от ускоряющего напряжения  
при токах дугового разряда 130 А и 170 А

The next step was to conduct a series of 
experiments on focusing the titanium ion beam 
using an extracting electrode, Fig. 1. The studies 
were aimed at studying the influence of the 
average ion energy, the location of the collector 
unit relative to the geometric focus of the beam 
formation system, and the arc discharge current 
on the beam ion current density distribution 
profile.

The studies were carried out using nineteen 
sensors located inside a circle with a diameter of 
22 mm, Fig. 1. Each of the sensors was isolated 
from the others using a dielectric holder.  
Fig. 4 shows current density measurements 
recorded by nineteen collectors at a distance of 
20 mm behind the geometric focus of the beam 
focusing system at an average ion energy of 
40 keV.
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Fig. 4. Current on the collector node of nineteen isolated sensors

Рис. 4. Ток на коллекторном узле из девятнадцати изолированных датчиков

On the basis of experimental data obtained, 
a profile of the distribution of the current density 
of titanium ions over the beam cross section was 
constructed, taking into account ion-electron 
emission, depending on the position of the end 
part of the collector assembly relative to the 
geometric focus of the formation system from 
–10 mm to +30 mm with a step of 10 mm,  
Fig. 5. In this case, the average ion energy and 
the arc discharge current remained fixed and 
amounted to 40 keV and 130 A, respectively. 
Fig. 5, a shows the 3D distribution of the ion 
current density profiles over the beam cross 
section in space. It can be estimated qualitatively 
that, moving away from the geometric focus of 
the beam formation system, the conditions for 
its transportation first improve in the region 
from F–10 mm to F+20 mm, as indicated by 
an increase in the amplitude of the ion current 
density. A further shift from the geometric focus 
of the system to the region F+30 mm leads to 
a decrease in the amplitude of the ion current 
density, which indicates beam defocusing. 
Previously, a similar effect was observed 
in the generation of low-energy silicon ion 
beams [29]. Based on the data in Fig. 5, b, the 
amplitude of the ion current density can be 

quantified. Thus, the smallest amplitude of the 
ion current density of 0.29 A/cm2 was recorded 
at a distance of 10 mm in front of the geometric 
focus of the beam formation system. The best 
conditions for beam focusing and transport 
took place in the F+20 mm region, where the 
maximum amplitude of the ion current density 
was 0.95 A/cm2, which corresponds to a beam 
power density of 38 kW/cm2 in each pulse. 
The distance of the collector node to the 
region F+30 mm contributed to the decrease 
in the amplitude of the ion current density to  
0.83 A/cm2. An interesting point is the fact that 
when the collector unit is dynamically moved 
from the F–10 mm region to the F+10 mm  
region, the beam width at half-height decreases 
with an increase in the ion current density 
amplitude. A further shift to the F+20 mm  
region leads not only to an increase in the ion 
current density, but also to a broadening of 
the current density distribution over the beam 
cross section, which may indicate the onset 
of beam defocusing processes. Thus, it can be 
assumed that the best condition for focusing 
and transporting the ion beam is in the area of 
the collector position between F+10 mm and 
F+20 mm.
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Fig. 5. The current density distribution profile of the collectors over the beam cross section depending on the position  
of the end part of the collector assembly relative to the geometric focus of the beam formation system:  

a – 3D profile; b – 2D profile at an accelerating voltage of 40 keV and an arc discharge current of 130 A

Рис. 5. Профиль распределения плотности тока коллекторов по сечению пучка в зависимости от положения 
торцевой части коллекторного узла относительно геометрического фокуса системы формирования пучка:  

a – 3Д профиль; b – 2Д профиль при ускоряющем напряжении 40 кэВ и токе дугового разряда 130 А

The distribution profile of the current density 
of the collectors over the beam cross section 
depending on the average energy of the ions, 
taking into account ion-electron emission, is 
shown in Fig. 6. In this case, the position of the 
end part of the collector assembly relative to the 
geometric focus of the beam formation system 
and the arc discharge current remained fixed and 
amounted to F+20 mm and 130 A respectively. 
It can be seen from the figure that an increase in 
the average ion energy from 20 keV to 40 keV 
leads to an increase in the amplitude of the ion 
current density. A further increase in the average 
ion energy leads to a decrease in the amplitude 
of the ion current density to a minimum value of 
0.76 A/cm2. The decrease in the amplitude of the 
ion current density over the beam cross section 
upon passing from the average ion energy of 
40 keV to 60 keV was first theoretically predicted 
in [27]. By simulating the process of passage of 
ions through the grid extractor using the KARAT 
code, the authors showed the possibility of 
violating the conditions of equipotentiality of 
the beam drift space due to the possibility of 
plasma electrons escaping through the cells of 
the grid extractor, entrained by the electric field. 
In this case, the space charge neutralization 
conditions are violated, which may indicate the 

fact of a decrease in the amplitude of the ion 
current density on the collectors.

 
Fig. 6. The current density distribution profile of the 
collectors over the beam cross section as a function  

of the accelerating voltage in the region where the end 
part of the collector assembly is located 20 mm behind 

the focus and the arc discharge current is 130 A

Рис. 6. Профиль распределения плотности тока 
коллекторов по сечению пучка в зависимости  

от ускоряющего напряжения в области расположения 
торцевой части коллекторного узла 20 мм за фокусом 

и токе дугового разряда 130 А
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The parameter of the full beam width at 
the half-maximum height FWHM in the target 
irradiation mode at an average ion energy of 
40 keV was about 10 mm, which corresponds to 
the diameter of the beam imprint on a stainless 
steel metal plate, which was irradiated in the 
same mode with a long exposure to the beam, 
Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Ion beam imprint on stainless steel  
after prolonged exposure

Рис. 7. Отпечаток пучка ионов на нержавеющей 
стали после длительного воздействия

To study the influence of the arc current on 
the ion current density, the arc discharge current 
was increased to 170 A. The average ion energy 
and the position of the collector relative to the 
geometric focus of the beam formation system 
remained constant and amounted to 40 keV 
and F+20 mm, respectively. Fig. 8 shows the 
distribution profiles of the ion current density at 
arc discharge currents of 130 A (1) and 170 A (2) 
averaged and a single, close to maximum, pulse at 
an arc discharge current of 170 A (3), taking into 
account ion-electron emission corresponding 
to given value of the average ion energy. An 
increase in the arc discharge current to 170 A 
contributed to an increase in the ion current 
density to 1.47 A/cm2, which corresponds to a 
beam power density approaching 60 kW/cm2. 

In this case, it is interesting to consider single 
pulses, the amplitude of the ion current density 
of which reaches 3.3 A/cm2 or the impulse beam 
power density of 132 kW/cm2, which is 2.2 times 
higher than the averaged ones. It is important to 
focus on the fact that when modifying materials 
under conditions of synergy of irradiation with 
high-intensity ion beams and energy exposure, 
the greatest contribution will be made by pulses 
of maximum power density. In this regard, in 
further studies, it will be interesting to evaluate 
the quantitative distribution of pulses by energy 
power density instead of averaged pulses.

Fig. 8. Collector ion current density distribution profiles 
at arc discharge currents of 1) 130 A and 2) 170 A 
averaged over sixteen pulses and 3) a single pulse  

at an arc discharge current of 170 A

Рис. 8. Профили распределения плотности ионного 
тока коллектора при токах дугового разряда  

1) 130 А и 2) 170 А с усреднением по шестнадцати 
импульсам и 3) одиночный импульс при токе 

дугового разряда 170 А

To estimate the total ion current, the currents 
of all collectors were summed, taking into 
account ion-electron emission. Thus, for the 
case of an arc discharge current of 130 A, an 
average ion energy of 40 keV, and the location 
of the end part of the collector assembly at 
a position of F + 20 mm from the geometric 
focus of the beam formation system, the total 
ion current was determined to be 0.59 A. It is 
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noteworthy that for an arc discharge current of 
130 A, the maximum possible current extracted 
from the Raduga-5 system is 1.43 A. Taking into 
account the transparency of the grid extraction 
electrode, the maximum possible current of the 
system is 0.86 A. Then, up to 46% is lost during 
beam transportation.

Conclusions
In this work, the ion-electron emission 

coefficient was experimentally determined 
depending on the average ion energy up  
to 60 keV. The features of the formation of 
titanium ion beams generated by the modified 
Raduga-5 ion source at accelerating voltage 
amplitudes from 0.1 kV to 30 kV and arc 
discharge currents of 130 A and 170 A were 
demonstrated for the first time. The dependence 
of the amplitude of the ion current density 
during dynamic displacement of the collector 
unit relative to the geometric focus of the 
ion beam formation system is shown. The 
possibility of forming submillisecond titanium 
ion beams with a maximum ion current density  
of 3.3 A/cm2 and a beam power density of 
132 kW/cm2 with allowance for ion-electron 
emission is shown.
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